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Abstract—In an open surgery, identification of precise margins6
for curative tissue resection is performed by manual palpation. This7
is not the case for minimally invasive and robotic procedures, where8
tactile feedback is either distorted or not available. In this paper, we9
introduce the concept of intraoperative wireless tissue palpation.10
The wireless palpation probe (WPP) is a cylindrical device (15 mm11
in diameter, 60 mm in length) that can be deployed through a12
trocar incision and directly controlled by the surgeon to create a13
volumetric stiffness distribution map of the region of interest. This14
map can then be used to guide the tissue resection to minimize15
healthy tissue loss. The wireless operation prevents the need for a16
dedicated port and reduces the chance of instrument clashing in17
the operating field. The WPP is able to measure in real time the18
indentation pressure with a sensitivity of 34 Pa, the indentation19
depth with an accuracy of 0.68 mm, and the probe position with20
a maximum error of 11.3 mm in a tridimensional workspace. The21
WPP was assessed on the benchtop in detecting the local stiffness22
of two different silicone tissue simulators (elastic modulus ranging23
from 45 to 220 kPa), showing a maximum relative error below24
5%. Then, in vivo trials were aimed to identify an agar-gel lump25
injected into a porcine liver and to assess the device usability within26
the frame of a laparoscopic procedure. The stiffness map created27
intraoperatively by the WPP was compared with a map generated28
ex vivo by a standard uniaxial material tester, showing less than29
8% local stiffness error at the site of the lump.30

Index Terms—Force feedback, minimally invasive surgery31
(MIS), soft tissue identification, surgical robotics, tissue palpation,32
tumor localization.33

I. INTRODUCTION34

M INIMALLY invasive surgery (MIS) drastically reduces35

patient trauma and recovery time when compared to an36
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open surgery. More than two million MIS procedures are per- 37

formed annually in the United States alone [1]. Patient benefits, 38

however, come with a price for surgeons in terms of constrained 39

maneuverability of laparoscopic instruments and restricted field 40

of view through the endoscopic camera. The force and tactile 41

cues are commonly used in an open surgery to identify tumor 42

margins and vessels buried in the soft tissue. In MIS, any haptic 43

cue is severely compromised by the use of laparoscopic instru- 44

ments due to friction against the surgical port (i.e., trocar) and 45

the fulcrum effect at the insertion point [2]. These shortcom- 46

ings are amplified in the robotic surgery, where the surgeon is 47

physically removed from the bedside and haptic feedback is 48

completely absent in the more than 2000 Intuitive Surgical da 49

Vinci platforms installed worldwide [3]. 50

Tissue palpation is essential to effectively explore nonvisi- 51

ble tissue and organ features, to identify buried structures (e.g., 52

nerves or blood vessels) that must be avoided during the sur- 53

gical procedure, and to identify precise margins for curative 54

tumor resections [4]. Achieving negative surgical margins is par- 55

ticularly relevant during partial nephrectomies [5] and hepatic 56

surgeries [6], in order to minimize accidental damage to healthy 57

tissue and to prevent organ failure, that would result in the urgent 58

need for a transplant. Registration with preoperative imaging—a 59

standard practice for image-guided surgery [7]—is not a viable 60

option for the soft tissues [4], [8]. Therefore, surgeons currently 61

rely on an intraoperative ultrasonography (IOUS) for the eval- 62

uation of vascular anatomy, identification of known and occult 63

lesions, and operative planning [9]. Recent studies confirm the 64

utility of IOUS also in robotic procedures [5], [6], [10], [11], 65

even if several open issues still remain unaddressed. In partic- 66

ular, IOUS can only provide a vertical slice of tissue density, 67

while a stiffness distribution map would better serve the need of 68

tumor margin identification. 69

Restoring haptic sensations in MIS and robotic MIS has been 70

an active research topic for more than two decades [12], [13], 71

with one of the first systems used in a human dating back to 72

1994 [14]. A relevant number of MIS instruments with force 73

and/or tactile sensors have been developed to acquire in vivo 74

data for tissue modeling and simulation [15]–[18], to improve 75

the outcomes of the surgical procedure—preventing excessive 76

forces from being applied to the tissues [2], [19]–[22], or to 77

create stiffness distribution map by palpation [4], [8], [23]–[27]. 78

However, MIS palpation instruments developed to date all 79

present a rigid shaft and require a dedicated port. This increases 80

the chance of tool clashing in the operating field and often re- 81

quires an assistant to operate the palpation probe. A wireless 82
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Fig. 1. Principle of operation for wireless tissue palpation using a WPP.

device for uniaxial indentation of soft tissues was preliminary83

reported by the authors in [28]. Magnetic fields were proposed84

to indent the tissue and to reposition the probe while scanning85

the organ surface. This approach proved to be limited in terms86

of both safety and reliable positioning, due to the rapid variation87

of the magnetic field strength with distance. Having a wireless88

device to be directly manipulated by the surgeon would dra-89

matically improve maneuverability, autonomy, and precision,90

as illustrated by the soft-tethered IOUS probes presented in [5]91

and [11].92

In this paper, we introduce for the first time an intraoperative93

wireless palpation probe (WPP)—schematically represented in94

Fig. 1—that can be deployed through a trocar incision and di-95

rectly controlled by the surgeon to create a stiffness distribution96

map. Such a map can then be used to localize tumor margins97

during the soft tissue surgery, thus improving intraoperative di-98

agnostic and interventional decisions. The wireless operation99

prevents the need for a dedicated port and reduces the chance of100

instrument clashing in the operating field.101

II. MATERIALS102

A. Principle of Operation103

For indentation depths that are less than 10% of the organ104

thickness, it is possible to assume the tissue as linear elastic [4].105

A volumetric stiffness map can then be created by estimating106

the local tissue stiffness E(r) through the measurement of the107

indentation depth δ(r) and the tissue reaction pressure P (r) at108

different positions r on the organ surface109

E(r) � P (r)
δ(r)

. (1)

Referring to Fig. 2, we can define (x, y, z) as the global Carte-110

sian coordinate system, (x′, y′, z′) as the reference frame at the111

external source of the static magnetic field, and (xw , yw , zw ) as112

the coordinate system at the WPP. The origin O of (x, y, z) is113

coincident with the origin O′ of (x′, y′, z′), while zw is aligned114

with the main axis of the device. We can assume the position115

Fig. 2. WPP during indentation and the external source of magnetic field with
a slice of the magnetic field map. Vectors r0 and rf represent the WPP position
r at the beginning and at the end of the indentation. They are represented at the
interface of WPP and tissue, rather than at Ow , for a better understanding of
their physical meaning.

vector r to identify the origin of (xw , yw , zw )—noted as Ow — 116

with respect to the global coordinate system (x, y, z). When 117

the WPP is manipulated by the surgeon to palpate a tissue, its 118

motion d is not constrained along zw . Therefore, the following 119

equation must be used to estimate the indentation depth δ(r): 120

δ(r) = d · zw0 = (rf − r0) · zw0 (2)

where r0 and rf are the WPP positions at the beginning and 121

at the end of the indentation, respectively, while zw0 is the 122

unit vector along zw at the beginning of the indentation. In this 123

approach, the beginning of the indentation is identified as the 124

instant when the reading of the tissue reaction pressure P (r) 125

becomes significant. The end of each indentation is identified 126

as the instant when δ(r) reaches the maximum value. 127

In this paper, the tissue reaction pressure is acquired by a 128

barometric pressure sensor embedded in a silicone rubber at the 129

probing surface of the WPP. This design is inspired by [29] and 130

further details are provided in Section II-B. A threshold value 131

Pth , independent from r, is defined by calibration and takes into 132

account both bias and noise of the pressure sensor. A single 133

indentation starts as P (r) > Pth . 134

Real-time localization of the WPP serves two purposes. First, 135

the position where indentation is taking place must be recorded 136

in three degrees of freedom (DoF) in order to reconstruct the 137

stiffness map. In this case, we assume the position r of each in- 138

dentation to be coincident with WPP position as the indentation 139

begins (i.e., r0). A second goal for WPP tracking is to derive 140

δ(r) as in (2). In this case, real-time estimation of r and rotations 141

of the WPP around x and y are required. Therefore, the WPP po- 142

sition and orientation in five DoF must be available in real time. 143

This is achieved by an on-board localization module, working 144

in synergy with an external source of the static magnetic field, 145

as represented in Fig. 1. The on-board module consists of three 146

orthogonally mounted magnetic field sensors and a triaxial ac- 147

celerometer (technical details are provided in Section II-B). The 148

accelerometer—used here as an inclinometer—provides WPP 149

rotations around x and y. The WPP position vector r is derived 150
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from the magnetic field sensor readings, as suggested in [30].151

In particular, the magnetic field vector Bw is measured at the152

WPP and rotated according to153

B = R′T Rw R′Bw (3)

where Rw is the rotational matrix of the WPP reference frame154

with respect to the global Cartesian coordinate system, while155

R′ is the rotational matrix of the reference frame at the external156

source of the static magnetic field with respect to the global157

Cartesian coordinate system. The matrix Rw is obtained in real158

time from the readings acquired by the inclinometer integrated159

in the WPP, while R′ is derived from the data acquired by an160

inclinometer mounted on the external source of the static mag-161

netic field. Then, a search within a precalculated bidimensional162

magnetic field map is performed to find the WPP position r163

that would match with the actual magnetic field vector B. The164

magnetic map associates each point r within the workspace—165

expressed in cylindrical coordinates (rρ, rz )—to the related166

magnetic field intensity B—also expressed in cylindrical co-167

ordinates (Bρ, Bz )—with a spatial resolution of 0.2 mm. The168

third cylindrical coordinate rθ can be calculated from the values169

of Bx and By by applying the following equation:170

rθ = arctan
(

By

Bx

)
. (4)

The effective localization workspace is a cylinder with a di-171

ameter of 35 cm and a length of 35 cm, centered on the static172

magnetic field source. The 5-DoF WPP coordinates derived by173

the algorithm are referenced to a Cartesian frame at the center174

of the workspace.175

B. WPP Development176

Both the methods used to measure the indentation pressure177

and the solution for WPP localization are designed for wireless178

operation and can be implemented within a miniature device.179

The WPP prototype, represented in Fig. 3, has a cylindrical180

shape (15 mm in diameter, 60 mm in length, 9.5 g total mass)181

with a grasping site close to the pressure sensor head. The cylin-182

drical plastic shell—fabricated by rapid prototyping (OBJET 30,183

Objet Geometries Ltd, Billerica, MA, USA)—hosts a pressure184

sensing head, a localization module with a dedicated signal con-185

ditioning stage, a power regulation unit, a rechargeable battery,186

and a wireless microcontroller.187

The pressure sensing head—based on the design reported188

in [29]—consists of a barometric pressure sensor (MPL115A1,189

Freescale Semiconductors, Austin, TX, USA) embedded in a190

2.2 mm-thick silicone rubber layer (VytaFlex 20, Smooth On,191

Easton, PA, USA). The bare barometric pressure sensor has a192

sensitivity of 0.5 kPa and a sensing range of 65 kPa for the193

atmospheric pressure.194

The localization module includes three Hall effect sensors195

(CYP15A, ChenYang Technologies GmbH & Co. KG, Finsing,196

Germany) and a 16-bit triaxial accelerometer with serial periph-197

eral interface (SPI) (LIS331AL, STMicroelectronics, Geneva,198

Switzerland). The Hall effect sensors are mounted on three or-199

thogonal sides of a cubic structure, as represented in Fig. 3.200

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic view. (b) Picture of the WPP. The signal conditioning
stage, the triaxial accelerometer, the power regulation unit, and the wireless
microcontroller are mounted on separate printed circuit board (PCB) with a
diameter of 9.9 mm. In particular, the signal conditioning stage was separated
into two boards due to PCB area constraints.

Their analog outputs are acquired by a signal conditioning stage. 201

This stage consists of three instrumentation amplifiers (AD623, 202

Analog Devices, Norwood, MA, USA) with a unity gain, three 203

low-pass filters (Fc = 30 Hz), and three 16-bit analog to digi- 204

tal converters (ADS8320, Texas Instrument, Dallas, TX, USA) 205

with SPI interface. The digitalized magnetic field signal has a 206

sensitivity of 0.6 mT. 207

The power regulation unit embeds a low-dropout voltage 208

regulator (TPS73xx, Texas Instrument, Dallas, TX, USA), an 209

operational amplifier (ADS8617, Analog Device, Norwood, 210

MA, USA) used as a voltage divider to provide the proper 211

power supply to the signal conditioning stage and to monitor 212

the battery level. A 50 mAh, 3.7 V rechargeable LiPo battery 213

(Shenzhen Hondark Electronics Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, China, 214

12 mm × 15 mm × 3 mm in size) is used as the on-board power 215

supply source. 216

The data from the barometric pressure sensor, the accelerom- 217

eter, and the magnetic field sensors are acquired by a wireless 218

microcontroller (CC2530, Texas Instrument, Dallas, TX, USA) 219

through the SPI interface at a clock frequency of 1 Mbit/s. 220

Each dataset is then bounded into a 28-byte payload together 221

with a progressive package indicator, a time stamp, the bat- 222

tery level, and two synchronization start and stop bytes. This 223

payload is transmitted by the wireless microcontroller to an 224

external transceiver over a 2.4-GHz carrier frequency. The ex- 225

ternal transceiver consists of a mirror wireless microcontroller 226

(CC2530, Texas Instrument, Dallas, TX, USA) connected to the 227
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Universal Serial Bus (USB) port of a personal computer (PC)228

through a dedicated module (UM232R, FTDI, Glasgow, U.K.).229

While the total time required to acquire a single dataset from230

all the sensors is 3.7 ms, the wireless data throughput runs at231

44.8 kbit/s, resulting in a refresh time of 5 ms and a sampling232

rate of 200 Hz. The overhead allows to handle correctly the233

synchronization with the external transceiver.234

In addition to the transceiver and the PC, the external plat-235

form includes the source of the static magnetic field used for236

WPP tracking. The magnetic field is generated by an off-the-237

shelf cylindrical NdFeB permanent magnet mounted on an ar-238

ticulated three-DoF friction clutch arm (Dectron, Roswell, GA,239

USA). The selected magnet has N52 axial magnetization, mag-240

netic remanence of 1.48 T, is 50 mm in diameter and 50 mm241

in height, and has a mass of 772 g. These features allow for a242

localization workspace that extends 15 cm away from each side243

of the magnet. A triaxial accelerometer (LIS331AL, STMicro-244

electronics, Geneva, Switzerland) is mounted on the magnet to245

measure its inclination and derive its rotation with respect to246

the global reference frame (x, y, z). Accelerometer data are fed247

directly to the PC through a secondary USB connection.248

As concerns waterproofing of the WPP to operate during the249

surgery, a layer of paraffin film (Parafilm, Sigma Aldrich, St.250

Louis, MO, USA) was wrapped around the device. An additional251

layer of film was secured at the grasping site to enable a safe252

grip.253

C. Communication Protocol and User Interface254

The communication protocol provides robust operation, real-255

time data acquisition, and low power consumption. A sleep timer256

is used to wake up the WPP from a low-power mode every 15 s.257

When active, the WPP tries to establish a wireless communi-258

cation with the external transceiver. If this attempt fails, the259

WPP returns in sleep mode to save power. Once the wireless260

link is established, the WPP acquires a full dataset of sensor261

readings, transmits it to the external transceiver, and waits for262

an acknowledgement. If the acknowledgment is received, the263

WPP continues to acquire and send data. Otherwise, the WPP264

retries to transmit the same package. This attempt is repeated265

for two times, then, the firmware forces the device to get a new266

dataset and updates the payload. In case of loss of the synchro-267

nization, the WPP autoresets itself ready for a new acquisition.268

This protocol allows for a fail safe operation and prevents the269

need for a hard reset of the device that would not be possible270

during surgery.271

All the data received by the external transceiver are transmit-272

ted to the PC together with the received signal strength indicator273

(RSSI). The RSSI quantifies the quality of the wireless link. In274

case of a low RSSI, the user is warned to modify the position of275

the external transceiver to improve the wireless coupling.276

A multithread C++ application running on the PC unbounds277

the data and shares them with a parallel application developed278

in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) via TCP-IP com-279

munication. Refresh rate for displayed data runs at 30 Hz.280

The user interface is conceived to work in two different281

modalities: 1) creation of the volumetric stiffness map and 2)282

display of WPP position on the volumetric stiffness map. In the 283

first modality, the surgeon grasps the WPP and creates the map 284

by palpating the region of interest. In this case, the user inter- 285

face displays in real time the x, y, z coordinates of the WPP, 286

a plot of the indentation pressure, and the numeric value of the 287

indentation depth in case the indentation pressure has exceeded 288

Pth . Visual indicators are provided to warn the user if the WPP 289

is outside the localization workspace. Once the region of in- 290

terest has been palpated with the desired spatial resolution, a 291

command is provided by the user through the keyboard to cre- 292

ate the volumetric stiffness map. Once the map is available, the 293

user interface switches to the second modality, overlaying the 294

real-time position of the WPP in a 3-D space centered on the 295

map. Under the assumption that the region palpated does not 296

undergo substantial movements, the surgeon can manipulate the 297

WPP as a cursor to identify the margins of a stiffer region buried 298

underneath the tissue. 299

D. WPP Characterization 300

Before assessing the overall functionality of the proposed de- 301

vice, the single components were tested and characterized on the 302

benchtop. In particular, the first step was to verify the localiza- 303

tion unit algorithm to evaluate the WPP workspace, localization 304

error, and any influence of surgical tool in the localization unit 305

performance. Then, a load cell was adopted to calibrate the 306

pressure sensor response. Finally, the WPP electronic perfor- 307

mance was tested on bench to assess the battery lifetime and the 308

wireless link reliability. 309

1) Localization: The device was mounted on the end effec- 310

tor of a six DoF industrial robot (RV6SDL, Mitsubishi Corp., 311

Tokyo, Japan) which was used as a reference position system 312

given its encoder feedback. Assuming the (x, y, z) global ref- 313

erence system centered on the external magnet and having z 314

aligned with the main axis of the magnet, we characterized the 315

localization on a grid of 3 by 3 points equally spaced by 50 mm 316

along x- and y-directions at three different z coordinates (i.e., 317

80, 110, and 140 mm). For each position, localization data were 318

acquired from the robot encoders and the WPP algorithm. On- 319

board localization was repeated for each point with a disposable 320

laparoscopic grasper (EndoGrasp 5 mm, Covidien, Mansfield, 321

MA, USA) closing its jaws at the grasping site. Then, the in- 322

dentation depth error was estimated at each point of the grid by 323

moving the robot end effector 3 mm along z in open air, thus 324

emulating palpation. The average absolute errors were equal to 325

4.7 mm (±4.5 mm) for x, 4.1 mm (±5.8 mm) for y, and 4.5 mm 326

(±2.2 mm) for z. The laparoscopic grasper increased the local- 327

ization error to 9.8 mm (±5.1 mm) for x, 11.3 mm (±6.6 mm) 328

for y, and 10.6 mm (±4.6 mm) for z. However, we observed 329

that the contribution of the laparoscopic grasper does not vary 330

substantially within the workspace, thus, it can be assumed as a 331

constant offset that factors out when reconstructing the stiffness 332

map. The indentation depth average absolute error resulted in 333

0.68 mm (±0.44 mm). 334

2) Pressure Sensing Head: To calibrate and character- 335

ize the pressure sensing head response, a 6-DoF load cell 336

(NANO17, ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, NC, USA, 337
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Fig. 4. Step response of the WPP pushing against a reference load cell.

resolution 1/160 N) was adopted as the force reference sys-338

tem [26]. The WPP was mounted as in the previous experiment,339

while the load cell was fixed on the benchtop. A 1-mm step mo-340

tion pushing the WPP against the load cell was imposed. Speed341

of motion was 65 mm/s. After about 9 s, the same step was342

imposed in the opposite direction, releasing the load. From the343

experimental results—represented in Fig. 4—we can conclude344

that the silicone layer embedding the barometric pressure sen-345

sor does not introduce any relevant delay in the sensor response.346

An additional set of trials was performed by pushing the WPP347

against the load cell at a lower speed (i.e., 3.12 mm/s), until the348

saturation of the barometric pressure sensor occurred. This test349

was repeated five times. The pressure sensing head showed a350

sensitivity of Ps = 34 Pa (i.e., considering the probing area, this351

is equivalent to 5 g or 0.049 N), while saturation occurred at352

PSAT = 5 kPa (i.e., considering the probing area, this is equiva-353

lent to 730 g or 7.16 N). In light of a recent study [27] that reports354

tissue damage to the liver for a force exceeding 6 N—exerted by355

a probing area of the same size of the WPP—we can conclude356

that the pressure sensing range is adequate for this exploratory357

investigation. The threshold value Pth was therefore assumed358

as Pth = Pbias + 2Ps , where Pbias is the output value for the359

sensor when unloaded. This value for Pth allowed us to reliably360

identify the start of an indentation.361

3) Electronics: As regards power consumption, a single 5-362

ms loop of data acquisition and wireless transmission drains an363

average of 33.3 mA with a peak of 41.6 mA. This translates in a364

battery lifetime of about 90 min when the WPP is in the active365

mode. The average current consumption drops down to 3 mA366

when the WPP is in low-power mode.367

The data synchronization between the WPP and the external368

transceiver was tested in open air to estimate the robustness of369

the protocol. The firmware was run for 36 consecutive hours370

without failures and was then stopped. The results included a371

package loss below 2% and an average RSSI of −13.5 dBm372

at a distance of 2 m between the WPP and the external tran-373

sreceiver. Complete loss of communication occurs as the RSSI374

drops below −88 dBm.375

III. WPP ASSESSMENT376

Experimental validation of the proposed platform consisted377

in two different trials. First, the effectiveness of the probe in378

identifying the local stiffness of a tissue simulator was assessed.379

Fig. 5. Experimental data acquired by standard and wireless indentation for
two different silicone samples. For this trial, relative errors in local stiffness
identification were equal to 4.72% for sample 1 and 3.17% for sample 2.

Then, in vivo trials were aimed to identify agar-gel lumps in- 380

jected into a porcine liver and to assess the device usability 381

within the frame of an MIS procedure. 382

A. Assessment of Local Stiffness Identification 383

To estimate the ability of the WPP in detecting different local 384

stiffnesses, two different synthetic tissue samples were fabri- 385

cated combining two different ratios of liquid plastic and hard- 386

ener (PVC Regular Liquid Plastic—Hardener, MF Manufactur- 387

ing, Fort Worth, TX, USA—Sample 1: 1 to 10 ratio, resulting in 388

an elastic modulus of 220 kPa; Sample 2: 1 to 2 ratio, resulting 389

in an elastic module of 45 kPa). The samples were 30 mm thick 390

with a lateral side of 75 mm. A traditional indenter was obtained 391

mounting a 6-DoF load cell (MINI 45, ATI Industrial Automa- 392

tion, Apex, NC, USA, resolution 1/16 N) at the end effector 393

of the robotic manipulator used previously. A cylindrical probe 394

with the same contact surface as the WPP was mounted on the 395

distal side of the load cell to indent the sample. Then, the cylin- 396

drical probe was replaced with the WPP and the indentation was 397

repeated acquiring both the indentation pressure and depth from 398

the wireless device. Five loading–unloading trials reaching an 399

indentation depth of 2.6 mm were performed for each tissue 400

sample and each method at a constant speed of 0.75 mm/s. 401

The local stiffnesses measured with the traditional indenter 402

were equal to E1 = 2.12 kPa/mm, E2 = 8.52 kPa/mm, while the 403

results obtained with the WPP were E1WPP = 2.02 kPa/mm, 404

E2WPP = 8.79 kPa/mm. Experimental plots obtained from a 405

single loading are represented in Fig. 5. Overall, the WPP was 406

effective in detecting the local stiffness of different samples with 407

an average relative error equal to 4.7% for sample 1 and 3% for 408

sample 2. 409

B. In Vivo Validation 410

The feasibility of wireless tissue palpation was then assessed 411

in vivo on an anasthetized porcine model. The primary mea- 412

sure of interest was to acquire a volumetric stiffness map of a 413

segment of the liver where agar-gel was injected to simulate a 414

hepatic tumor. The map acquired in vivo by wireless palpation 415

was then compared with a stiffness map obtained post-mortem 416

within 12 h after the procedure using a standard uniaxial mate- 417

rial tester. Secondary measures of interest were the time to scan 418
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Fig. 6. Picture of the surgical setup during the in vivo trial. (a) Snapshot of
the laparoscopic camera view and the user interface during the creation of the
volumetric stiffness map. (b) Picture of the surgical field.

a liver segment by wireless palpation, WPP usability, instrument419

clashing, and operator workload. Reliability of the wireless link420

was also assessed.421

The porcine surgery was performed at the University of422

Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus under IACUC protocol423

87912(04)1D. A 57-kg female standard pig was used for this424

study. After intravenous sedation, a laparotomy was performed425

to access the liver. Similarly to the methods suggested in [8], 6426

cc of Sigma Gelrite Gellan Gum (agar) was prepared in a 30:1427

ratio of water to agar by weight, boiled, and injected into the428

right lateral segment of the liver, to approximately the midthick-429

ness of the organ. The midline incision was then sutured, and430

minimally invasive access was gained by one 5-mm (5 Versaport431

Plus, Covidien, Norwalk, CT, USA) and three 12-mm trocars (5-432

12 Versaport Plus, Covidien, Norwalk, CT, USA). The WPP was433

introduced in the abdominal cavity through one of the 12-mm434

trocar incisions before the placement of the port. The external435

source of the magnetic field and the external transceiver were436

placed in the close vicinities of the right side of the animal, as437

represented in Fig. 6(b). The surgeon used a standard laparo-438

scopic grasper to operate the WPP under endoscopic guidance439

(see Fig. 7). A lateral screen showed in real-time WPP position440

in three DoF, indentation pressure, and indentation depth [see441

Fig. 6(a)].442

Once the right segment of the liver was identified, the surgeon443

palpated the organ in different positions, always targeting at444

least 3 mm as the indentation depth. To prevent localization445

artifacts, the surgeon verified that the liver was not moving446

during palpation and that adequate support was provided by447

the rib cage and the surrounding organs. Tissue stiffness was448

acquired on a total of 30 different points on the liver surface.449

This required about 5 min. The local stiffness map, represented450

Fig. 7. Laparoscopic view of the WPP operated by the surgeon through a
laparoscopic grasper during in vivo trials.

Fig. 8. Local stiffness map acquired in vivo for a 6 cc agar-gel lump injected
into the liver. Since the surface of the liver was almost flat in the palpated region,
a bidimensional projection of the map is shown. The local stiffness values inside
areas A, B, and C were compared with the ex vivo map represented in Fig. 9.

in Fig. 8, was then generated by the algorithm and displayed on 451

the lateral screen, overlaying the current position of the WPP. 452

Immediately after euthanization, the liver was harvested from 453

the animal for ex vivo palpation tests using a standard uniax- 454

ial material testing system (MTS) (Insight 2 Electromechanical 455

Testing System, MTS System Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN, 456

USA) to create a comparable stiffness map. The liver was placed 457

in 0.9% phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution immediately 458

after excision and refrigerated until the ex vivo tests were per- 459

formed. The liver was warmed to room temperature prior to 460

testing. The organ was placed on a platform, marked with 28 461

pins and photographed from the top (see Fig. 9). The liver was 462

indented with a cylindrical indenter probe (2-mm diameter) be- 463

side each pin location—to avoid palpating tissue that had been 464

pricked by the pin. The test was performed following a standard 465

tissue compressive property measurement method [31]. The tis- 466

sue was hydrated throughout the tests by spraying PBS on the 467

surface prior to each indentation. The testing room conditions 468

were 23.5 ◦C and 22% relative humidity. A 2-N load cell (PN 469

LCCA-118-75, MTS System Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN, 470

USA) with 1-mN resolution was used to measure the load ex- 471

erted on the tissue by the indenter during each indentation. The 472
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Fig. 9. Stiffness map obtained with a standard uniaxial MTS, overlayed on the
right lateral segment of the explanted porcine liver. The local stiffness values
inside areas A, B, and C were compared with the in vivo map represented in
Fig. 8.

probe was programmed to approach the surface of the tissue473

at a low speed (0.1 mm/s) until a force threshold (2 mN) was474

reached. At that point, the probe advanced into the tissue at a475

rate of 1 mm/s to a depth of 3 mm to simulate the in vivo ex-476

periment. The force and indentation depth (10 μm resolution)477

data were collected at 100 Hz and analyzed with a customized478

program developed in MATLAB. Following testing, the tissue479

was resected to verify that the agar did not dilute in the liver.480

The force data were divided by the surface area of the cylin-481

drical probe tip to obtain pressure. The local stiffness at each482

point was determined by computing the slope of a linear regres-483

sion of the first 0.75 mm of the pressure–displacement curve.484

The force at depths larger than 0.75 mm were found to be too485

high due to the rigid platform that the liver was resting on and486

the relatively small liver thickness. This was not an issue in vivo487

as the liver was pressed against other organs or the rib cage. The488

stiffness values were assigned to pin locations and overlaid on489

the photograph of the liver to produce the stiffness map shown490

in Fig. 9.491

The two local stiffness maps were then compared with MAT-492

LAB (grid area is equal to 1 mm2 for both the maps). In partic-493

ular, the maximum measured stiffness resulted in 10.0 kPa/mm494

with the MTS machine versus 10.8 kPa/mm with the WPP, cor-495

responding to a 8% relative error. Then, the average pseudo stiff-496

ness of the three different areas A (36 mm2), B (64 mm2), and497

C (156 mm2) centered on the maximum point were compared.498

Area A is a square sided 6 mm, area B is the frame with outer499

dimension 10 mm, and inner dimension 6 mm, while the area500

C is the frame with outer dimension 16 mm and inner dimen-501

sion 10 mm. The three areas are shown in both the Figs. 8 and502

9. The average stiffness was equal to EAM T S = 9.64 kPa/mm503

and EAW P P = 8.87 kPa/mm (average relative error 7.96%),504

EBM T S = 9.20 kPa/mm and EBW P P = 6.58 kPa/mm (average505

relative error 28.5%) and ECM T S = 8.64 kPa/mm and ECW P P =506

4.82 kPa/mm (average relative error 44.2%). The tissue stiffness507

slightly increased after euthanization and throughout the MTS508

testing due to the preservation and dehydration. However, the 509

stiffness at the injection site remained constant to the in vivo 510

conditions because the gel properties did not vary after explan- 511

tation. This can help explain why the relative error increases 512

with the distance from the maximum point which is nearby the 513

injection site. 514

As concerns the qualitative measures of interest, no instru- 515

ment clashing was reported. However, the length of the WPP 516

limited the range of motion whenever the target of palpation was 517

too close to the ribcage. The operator workload was minimal, 518

since the surgeon was able to use a standard laparoscopic instru- 519

ment to operate the WPP. Relevant learning occurred just at the 520

beginning of the procedure, when the surgeon had to understand 521

how strong to grasp the WPP to prevent slippage. This required 522

about 20 min. After that, the surgeon was able to operate the 523

WPP without losing the grip. The wireless link was always re- 524

liable, resulting in an average RSSI of −33.4 dBm with losses 525

between 4.8% and 6.2% of the total packages. Battery operation 526

was effective for the entire procedure. 527

It is worth mentioning that the surgeon noted that a tether 528

tied to the WPP would help in the retrieval at the end of the 529

procedure. A wired connection may also provide power to the 530

WPP instead of the battery, thus allowing for a reduction in 531

size. On the other hand, a tether may limit WPP motion and get 532

trapped in between instruments. 533

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 534

This paper introduces for the first time the concept of wireless 535

tissue palpation to localize tumor margins intraoperatively by 536

creating a stiffness distribution map in real time. The proposed 537

wireless device is manipulated directly by the surgeon through 538

a standard grasper, thus improving autonomy, precision, and 539

maneuverability. Wireless operation effectively prevents instru- 540

ment clashing and removes from the need of a dedicated access 541

port. Preliminary in vivo results showed the feasibility of acquir- 542

ing a stiffness map during a minimally invasive procedure. In 543

the future, this map can be used to guide liver resection without 544

sacrificing excess normal tissue and preventing postoperative 545

organ failure. 546

While the indentation pressure is acquired by a sensor 547

mounted on-board, the position and the indentation depth mea- 548

surements rely on an external source of the static magnetic field. 549

This imposes a constraint on the workspace, since the magnetic 550

field strength drops exponentially with distance. With the pro- 551

posed platform, the workspace is a cylinder with a diameter of 552

35 cm and a length of 35 cm, centered on the source of the static 553

magnetic field. Considering that the abdominal wall thickness 554

for severely obese patients (Body Mass Index ≤ 40 kg/m2) is 555

usually below 4 cm [32], the proposed platform is easily appli- 556

cable to the vast majority of patients undergoing the abdominal 557

surgery. Nevertheless, if a larger workspace is required, either 558

the source of the magnetic field or the on-board magnetic field 559

sensors can be adapted to meet the desired requirements. 560

As previously mentioned, motion of the organ during the 561

creation of the map or poor background support for the tissue 562

may result in localization artifacts. If this occurs, the surgeon 563
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needs to restart the acquisition of stiffness values. This issue is564

common for intraoperative palpation and can be addressed with565

appropriate surgical planning.566

Next steps will consist of improving localization accu-567

racy, [25] reducing the size of the WPP—to achieve a better568

maneuverability—and in demonstrating how the WPP can be569

used to assist liver resection in a series of in vivo trials. Blinded570

studies will be performed, where the operator is not aware of571

the location/number/stiffness of the buried lumps. In these stud-572

ies, the effectiveness of the WPP approach will be compared573

with other forms of intraoperative palpation. Also, additional574

bench trials will be performed to quantify the efficacy of tumor575

identification with respect to size, depth, and relative stiffness576

of embedded lumps, following a protocol similar to [4] and per-577

forming CT scans of the region of interest as a benchmark for578

localization. The repeatability of the results will be quantified579

through statistical analysis. Nonlinear stiffness modeling will be580

considered for the detection of deeper tumors. A triaxial force581

sensor [33]–[36] may be used in the probing head of the WPP582

instead of a uniaxial pressure sensor. This would allow for study-583

ing more complex interactions with the tissue and to improve584

lump margin detection. Another relevant future step will be the585

optimization of the user interface. This will include a study on586

the most effective way to convey the acquired information to587

the surgeon, along the lines of the results reported in [25].588
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